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Dear Friends of SITE Santa Fe:

I am delighted to share the details of the Live Auction that will take place 

during our upcoming SITE Gala 2013.  A festive and much anticipated 

event, this auction raises vital funds to support so much of what we do 

at SITE. Artists and galleries from around the country have contributed 

to our auction, showing extraordinary generosity and support for our 

work. We are immensely grateful to them and to SITE’s dedicated Gala 

Committee that brought every aspect of this event together.

On the occasion of our SITE Gala, we are proud to honor Richard Tuttle 

one of the most infl uential and enduring artists of his generation. Employ-

ing humble materials ranging from bubble wrap and Styrofoam to rope 

and nails, Richard’s playful and minimal works subvert the traditions of 

sculpture and painting, making way for new forms and new ideas. Over 

the last fi ve decades he has exhibited in some of the most important 

museums in the world, including our own when  he had a solo show at 

SITE Santa Fe in 1998 in tandem with an exhibition of work by his dear 

friend, the late Agnes Martin. Today, we honor Richard, his prolifi c career, 

and his enduring and ambitious creative vision.

This year we’re also delighted to honor Lorlee and Arnold Tenebaum, 

longstanding supporters of SITE, community leaders, passionate col-

lectors, and treasured residents of Santa Fe and Savannah. Lorlee and 

Arnold’s generosity of time and service have been demonstrated at SITE 

for more than a decade. Their passion, good humor, and dedication are 

an inspiration. We feel fortunate to count Lorlee and Arnold among our 

champions and pleased to share our celebration of them with you.

I look forward to celebrating with you, and thank you all for being part of 

this special event. In the pages of wonderful artworks that follow, I hope 

you will fi nd your next great art acquisition. With every bid you make, you 

help support the artists and exhibitions that we bring to you. From all of 

us at SITE, thanks for your support, and let the bidding begin.

Irene Hofmann 
Phillips Director and Chief Curator
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Cutler created Widow’s Peak, when she was in residence at Tamarind Press in 2011; the same 

time she had an exhibition at SITE Santa Fe. SITE presented a representative selection of 

paintings from public and private collections. This exhibition traveled to the museum at the 

University of California, Santa Barbara and was nominated for best show in a University 

Gallery by AICA-USA. Cutler participated in the 2004 Whitney Biennial and has had solo 

exhibitions at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid and the Indianapolis 

Museum of Art. Her works are in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art, New York; 

the Whitney Museum of American Art; and the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis. 

Widow’s Peak, 2011

$4,000

Ten-color lithograph
36¼ x 24½ inches

Edition 6/25, Collaborating printer: Bill Lagattuta
Courtesy of the artist and Tamarind Press 

Amy Cutler 

amy cutler’s meticulously rendered paintings on paper conjure unusual 

worlds predominantly inhabited by women. The women who populate Cutler’s 

paintings are often similarly dressed and engaged in enigmatic activities such as 

mending tigers or awkwardly carrying mysterious loads through semi-bucolic 

landscapes. Though they seem to invoke fantasy worlds, Cutler’s compositions 

are grounded in the exploration of interior states and are inspired by the complex 

web of emotions generated by real-life situations. Cutler explores similar themes 

in her prints, which she has produced concurrent with her painting practice. 
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b. 1974. Poughkeepsie, NY. lives and works in Brooklyn

Tamarind Institute is a nonprofi t center for fi ne art 

lithography that trains master printers and houses a 

professional collaborative studio for artists. For more 

information: 505-277-3901,  email tamarind@unm.edu, 

or visit www.tamarind.unm.edu. 

gallery view of amy cutler’s exhibition at SITE santa fe, 2011



Honolulu, 1977

$12,000

printed ca. 1977 gelatin-silver print signed, titled & dated verso in 
pencil stamped verso in ink 

11 x 7-1/4 inches, image [14 x 11 inches, sheet] 
© Lee Friedlander, Courtesy of Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco

Lee Friedlander 
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b. 1934, Abeerden, Washington. lives and works in New York

In a career spanning over fi ve decades, photographer 

lee friedlander has developed a diverse body of work, 

in which he has consciously departed from compositional 

framing devices traditionally used in photography. 

Friedlander is well-known for works portraying the 

American social landscape, however, an interest in fl oral, 

fauna, and the natural landscape is also a consistent aspect 

of his work. Honolulu, is among a body of images that 

present intriguing views, and snapshots from different 

American locales. Versions of this work are in the collec-

tions of the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boston, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

The retrospective exhibition Lee Friedlander was presented at the 

Museum of Modern Art, New York in 2005 and in 2008 at the San 

Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and was accompanied by an 

important monograph.  In 2010, the Whitney Museum of American 

Art, New York exhibited the entirety of his body of work, America by 

Car. Lee Friedlander: New Mexico, was published by Santa Fe’s Radius 

Books in 2008,and focuses on his engagement with the state he has 

visited regularly since the 1960’s.

lee friedlander, new city, new york, 2007, 
© Lee Friedlander, courtesy Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco



Photo: Eric Swanson

Untitled (Solid Vertical), 2009

$12,000

solid graphite
12 ¾ x 4 ¾ x 5 ¼ inches

Courtesy of the Artist and James Kelly Contemporary

Susan York 
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b.  Newport, Rhode Island. lives and works in Santa Fe

Lucy Lippard entitled an essay about susan 
york’s work “Between Tension and Tranquility.” 

That phrase is an apt description of a core focus 

of York’s output for approximately the last ten 

years. Her sculptures and drawings refl ect an 

intense investigation of the versatility of the 

medium of graphite, and through this paring 

down of both color and material, York’s works 

turn our attention to the subtleties of form and 

space. Cast graphite sculptures like Untitled 

(Solid Vertical), belie their weight as they fl oat 

in space, and draw the viewer into a meditative 

contemplation.

 
In November 2013 York’s work will be included in an 

exhibition at the Mies van der Rohe Haus in Berlin. She 

has exhibited at the New Mexico Museum of Art, the 

Lannan Foundation, and the School of the Art Institute 

of Chicago among others. York’s works are included in 

the Panza Collection, Italy, and the collections of the 

Lannan Foundation, the Stedejlijk 

Museum, the Netherlands and the New 

Mexico Museum of Art among others.



In The Cool of the Evening, 2007

$9,500

Charcoal on paper
40 x 26 inches (45 x 31½ framed)

Courtesy of the Artist
 

Drake will have a solo exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego in the 

summer of 2014.  He has had over 60 solo shows and been included in notable groups 

exhibition including the 2000 Whitney Biennial and the 2007 Venice Biennale. Recent 

exhibitions include Salon of a Thousand Souls (2011-12) at the New Mexico Museum of Art. 

His exhibition City of Tells was presented at SITE Santa Fe in 2005.  Drake’s work is in over 

thirty public collections including those of Whitney Museum of American Art, the 

Smithsonian’s National Museum of American Art, and the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. 

James Drake

james drake  creates works in diverse media, including drawing, 

painting, sculpture, video and installation, that are animated by the artist’s 

engagement with a variety of personal, social and political experiences, 

art, literature, history, and mythology.  His works often refl ect upon the 

poignancy of the human experience—its triumphs, trials and tribulations. 

The charcoal drawing In The Cool of the Evening is part of a series of drawings 

entitled Toward the Pandemonium of the Sun. This work is featured in Drake’s 

monograph published by The University of Texas Press in 2008.
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b. 1946, Lubbock, Texas. lives and works in Santa Fe

James drake with city of tells installed at SITE santa fe, 2005



In 2009 she had a solo exhibition at UCLA Hammer Museum, as part of the 

Hammer projects series. Her work was featured in the 6th Asia Pacifi c Triennial 

(2010) and the Gwangju Biennale (2008), as well as group exhibitions at the Smart 

Museum-University of Chicago (2008) Museum of Fine Arts Houston (2006). Her 

works are in the collection of the UCLA Hammer Museum, Denver Art Museum, the 

Albright-Knox Art Gallery, and the Bohen Foundation, New York among others. 

Chen Qiulin

chen qiulin  creates works in photography, video, sculpture and 

performance. Set in both post-industrial and natural settings in her native 

Sichuan Province, her works explore the rapidly changing Chinese cultural 

landscape impacted by natural disasters, urbanization, and tradition. 

Drowning Diary is part of a series of self-portrait photographs of the artist 

in a wedding dress in various stages of drowning. The work is composed 

of over 4,000 individual images, which, from a distance, form a grid of 

abstracted dots.

b. 1975, Hubei, China. lives and works in Chengdu, Sichuan Province, China 
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Drowning Diary, 2006

$20,000

Color photograph
49¼ x 78¾ inches

Edition 6/10
Courtesy of Max Protetch 

detail of drowning diary



Dartmouth, 2011 

$9,000

5 color lithograph 
14 x 28½ inches   

SP 11/11, Edition of 45 
Courtesy of Gemini G.E.L. Los Angeles

Ellsworth Kelly 
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b. 1923, Newburgh, New York. 
lives and works in Spencertown and Chatham, New York

ellsworth kelly  is widely considered to be 

one of the most renowned living abstract art-

ists, creating paintings, sculptures, and prints. 

Kelly, now ninety years old, continues to expand 

his investigation of color, scale, and form that he 

began seven decades ago. This print, Dartmouth 

is related to the Dartmouth Panels, a site-specifi c 

sculptural installation at Dartmouth College in 

New Hampshire for the façade of the Hopkins 

Center for the Arts. The Dartmouth Panels were 

the gift of Leon and Debra Black in honor of the 

Black Family Visual Arts Center (opened in 2012), 

which faces the aforementioned building. In 

this work, Kelly’s careful consideration of color, 

material, and scale activate and engage with the 

surrounding environment. This print was pro-

duced by Gemini G.E.L. who has worked with 

Kelly to make over two hundred editions since 1970.

 
Kelly’s work has been the subject 

of numerous exhibitions including 

retrospective exhibitions at the 

Museum of Modern Art, the Whitney 

Museum of American Art and the 

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum. 

Kelly’s work was included in SITE 

Santa Fe’s Fourth International Bien-

nial Beau Monde: Toward a Redeemed 

Cosmopolitanism.  Ellsworth Kelly: 

The Chatham Series is on view at the 

Museum of Modern Art, New York 

until September 2013.

installation view of dartmouth panels, 
hopkins center, dartmouth college, 2012



Untitled #3, 2009

$8,000

From The Dog and the Wolf
Color photograph

34 x 45 inches
Courtesy of Karen and Steve Berkowitz

Letinsky’s work is featured in Feast: Radical Hospitality in Contemporary Art, which will be 

on view at SITE Santa Fe February – May 2014. In 2012 she had a solo exhibition at the 

Denver Art Museum. Her work in included in the collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, 

Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, among others.

Laura Letinsky    

Since the 1990’s laura letinsky has been creating photographs that 
seek to imbued the centuries old genre of the still life with new formal 
possibilities. Her works explore the complexity of domestic relations through 
engagement with the detritus left over from activities that take place in the 
home. In particular, she will carefully arrange the remnants from dinner 
parties and others meals into highly evocative compositions. Untitled #3 is 
from a series of photographs taken in the home of a Chicago collector.

b. 1962, Winnipeg, Canada. lives and works in  Chicago
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detail of untitled #3



Sunday Painting, May 4, 2008
Sunday Painting, September 5, 2012

$15,000

Acrylic and pen on canvas mounted on panel
14 x 14 inches (each)

Courtesy of the Artist and James Cohan Gallery, New York/Shanghai

Kim’s Sunday Painting is a project that he has been engaged in since 2001. Each Sunday, 

Kim creates a painting of the sky from wherever in the world he fi nds himself. The skyscapes 

are coupled with diaristic text, creating a dialogue between the infi nite and the everyday. 

The title of the series plays on the term “Sunday painter,” which denotes an amateur who 

painted out of personal passion, rather than professional ambition. This idea becomes a 

conceptual trope in Kim’s works, which are infused with informal, personal musing, while 

being the product of a serious artist. Sunday Painting was featured in the 2012 SITE Santa Fe 

exhibition Time-Lapse. 

Byron Kim

byron kim  is a conceptual artist and painter. His 2006 retrospective 

Threshold originated at the Berkeley Art Museum and traveled to fi ve national 

and international venues. He has had solo exhibitions at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art Chicago and the Hirschhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. 

His work is included in the collections of the Whitney Museum of American Art, 

the Art Institute of Chicago, the Walker Art Center, and The National Gallery of 

Art, among others.
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b. 1961, La Jolla, California.  lives and works in Brooklyn

gallery view byron kim’s installation at SITE santa fe, part of TIME LAPSE, 2012



TIME Magazine Portrait Commission

$20,000

Ink on Yupo 
Four drawings, 13 x 10 inches (each)

Courtesy of the Artist

Mungo Thomson 

mungo thomson is a Los Angeles-based artist whose work explores 
mass culture, cosmology, and reception with economy and wit. He has been 
described as a perceptual artist who works with language and context rather 
than light and space. His work addresses the voids that exist within culture—
the gaps, pauses, digressions and mistakes that surround material production, 
institutional space, and everyday life.  His 2013 SITE Santa Fe solo exhibition 
Time, People, Money, Crickets, featured an installation of mirrors based on 
TIME magazine covers. For SITE’s auction, Thomson is offering a series of four 
portrait commissions. Each drawing will be based on the TIME Magazine 
cover for the issue that was produced during each person’s birthday week.
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b. 1969, Woodland, CA. lives and works in Los Angeles

special artist commission

Thomson will create up to four ink drawings based on the 
TIME Magazine issue released the week of each sitter’s birth.

Mungo Thomson has had solo exhibitions at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2008); 

The Kadist Art Foundation, Paris (2007); and Galeria d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea 

(GAMeC), Bergamo, Italy (2006), among others. His work has been included in several 

notable group exhibitions including The Pacifi c Standard Time Public Art and Performance 

Festival (2012); Untitled (12th Istanbul Biennial), Istanbul, Turkey (2011); and The 2008 

Whitney Biennial (2008); among others. His works are in many public and private collections 

including those of the Museum of Modern Art, New York; The Whitney Museum of American 

Art; Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture 

Garden, Washington, D.C.; and the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, among others.

gallery view mungo thomson’s exhibition at SITE santa fe, 2013  photo: kate russell



Southwest Light for Santa Fe, 2013

$17,000

From the Light Installations series
Site-specifi c commission

Acrylic paint on existing architecture
Approximately 45 x 60 inches

Courtesy of the artist and Mixed Greens 

Mary Temple’s work was featured in SITE Santa Fe exhibitions More Real? Art in the Age of 

Truthiness and Time-Lapse, both in 2012. Her light installations have been installed at the 

Blanton Museum of Art at the University of Texas Austin, and the Museum of Art and 

Design in New York, and she has had solo exhibitions at the Brooklyn Museum of Art and 

the Savannah College of Art and Design, among others.

Mary Temple 

In mary temple’s site-specifi c series Light Installations, light and shadow 

from nearby windows seem to be raking the walls of the gallery. The illusion, 

however, is a hand-painted trompe l’oeil wall work, often situated in rooms with 

little or no natural light. In this series the artist relies on viewers’ knowledge and 

memory of light interacting with the given space to raise questions of belief and 

doubt. For the SITE Santa Fe exhibition More Real? Art in the Age of Truthiness, 

Temple executed Southwest Corner, North Light in SITE ‘s lobby creating the illusion 

that the New Mexico sunlight was streaming through the windows casting 

shadows that refl ected the foliage outside.
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b. 1957. Phoenix, AZ. lives and works in Brooklyn

special artist commission

Temple will work with the buyer to create the above wall-painted work in a site of the buyer’s choosing.  

* The price paid at auction includes all of the installation related cost: including materials, 
travel, accommodations, and wages for Mary Temple’s assistant to install the work in the 

collector’s home(within the continental U.S.). The installation will take approximately two days, 
in addition to a Skype conversation with the artist to help chose the appropriate placement.gallery view Southwest Corner, North Light at SITE santa fe, 2013  photo: wendy mceahern



Arrechea represented Cuba in the 2011 Venice Biennale, the fi rst time that the country 

had a national pavilion.  His work has been included in the 11th and 10th Havana Biennials 

(2012, 2009), the Moscow Biennial (2009) and the Thessaloniki Biennial of Contemporary 

Art (2009), among other notable international exhibitions. Arrechea’s work is in many 

public collections including the Brooklyn Museum of Art, Museum of Contemporary Art, 

Los Angeles, The Daros Collection, Geneva, and the Museo Centro de Arte Contemporáneo 

Reina Sofi a, Madrid, among others.

No Limits, 2013

$18,000

Portfolio of 10 photolithographs with aluminum dusting
20¼ x 20¼ inches (each)

Edition 3/30
Courtesy of the Artist and Magnan Metz Gallery, New York

 

Alexandre Arrechea 

alexandre arrechea  was a founding member of the Cuban art collective 

Los Carpinteros (1994-2003). In his solo work he has focused on an exploration 

of architecture and public and domestic space. This portfolio of ten prints 

No Limits, is related to the sculptures produced for Arrechea’s project No Limits, 

his fi rst New York public art exhibition. For this exhibition, monumental 

sculptures were sited within the malls on Park Avenue from 54th to 67th Streets.  

The sculptures allude to iconic New York buildings including the Seagram 

Building, the Hemsley Building and the Empire State Building.
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B. 1970, Trinidad, Cuba.  lives and works in Havana

Helmsley, 2013, as installed at 65th Street, Park Avenue 



alexandre arrechea during the fabrication of Helmsley, 2013 



Standard, Figueroa, 1962-2012

 $ 7,500

Gelation silver print 
Edition 3/30

Image size: 9 ¾ x 9 inches; Paper size: 14 x 11 inches 
Courtesy of the Artist

Ruscha represented the United States at the 51st Venice Biennial (2005) and his 

work has been the subject of several retrospective exhibitions. In 2000 an exhibition 

that focused on forty years of Rushca’s editions was presented at the Walker Art 

Center, Minneapolis, and Los Angeles County Museum of Art, among other venues.  

A major retrospective of his work Ed Ruscha: Fifty Years of Painting was presented at 

the Hayward Gallery, London; Haus der Kunst, Munich; and the Moderna Museet, 

Stockholm in 2009-10. 

Ed Ruscha

ed ruscha is an artist known for his exploration of the everyday 

landscape of urban America, with a particular focus on Southern California. 

For over fi fty years he has created painting, photographs, prints, drawings, 

fi lms, and artists’ books that his refl ect his deadpan, though revealing, 

meditations on language, and the built and natural environment. Standard, 

Figueroa, 1962-2012, is a recent print of a work that was featured in Ruscha’s 

fi rst photo book project, Twentysix Gasoline Stations (published 1963). Ruscha 

drove the length of Route 66 from Los Angeles to Oklahoma City, photo-

graphing gas stations along the way. This photo features the Standard gas 

station on Figueroa Street in Los Angeles. Twentysix Gasoline Stations, along 

with several other Ruscha books, was included in the exhibition State of Mind, 

on view at SITE from February to May, 2013. 

b. 1937, Omaha. lives and works in Los Angeles
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The Triumph of Night, 2010

$8,500

Handmade paper with incised and relief wood bloc, à la poupée, pigmented paper
12 x 39 ¼ inches

AP 3 of 4, Edition 15 + 4 APs
Courtesy of the Artist 

Richard Tuttle 

richard tuttle is widely considered one 

of the most infl uential and enduring artists of his 

generation.  Working in sculpture, painting, draw-

ing, printmaking, artist’s books and installation 

for nearly fi ve decades, Tuttle’s work expresses 

an ongoing pursuit of a reduction in material, 

shape, color and volume. The Triumph of Night is 

part of a body of works in different media that 

refl ect on Tuttle’s meditation on a series of 

poems entitled Triumphs, by the 14th century 

Italian poet Francesco Petrarch.

Richard Tuttle has exhibited extensively nationally 

and internationally including one-person exhibitions 

at the Museum of Modern Art, New York; the 

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; the 

Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia; Kunst-

haus Zug, Switzerland; and the San 

Francisco Museum of Modern Art. 

In 1998, he had a solo exhibition 

at SITE Santa Fe in tandem with an 

exhibition of work by his friend, the 

late Agnes Martin.
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b. 1941, Roselle, New Jersey. 

lives and works in New York and New Mexico



Enrique Martínez Celaya

enrique martínez celaya’s  interdisciplinary practice, which 
encompasses painting, photography and writing, is infl uenced by a 
wide array of interested including Nordic poetry, quantum physics, 
the emotional mechanism of kitsch, analytic and continental philos-
ophy, Latin American literature, and everyday life.  In July 2013, SITE 
Santa Fe opened Martínez Celaya’s exhibition The Pearl, which trans-
formed all of SITE’s gallery spaces into an immersive environment 
that includes paintings, sculpture, video, photography, waterworks, 
and sounds.  In The Pearl, Martínez Celaya takes the notion of home 
as both a point of departure and destination to craft a visual poem of 
strong emotional, philosophical, and psychological resonance.

Martínez Celaya’s work has been widely exhibited internationally 
and is included in the collections of the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, the Whitney Museum of Art, the Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Los Angeles, and The State Hermitage Museum in St. Peters-
burg, Russia, among others. In addition to his work in the visual 
arts, Martínez Celaya is the author of several books including Col-
lected Writings and Interviews 1990-2010 and The Nebraska Lectures, 
both published by the University of Nebraska Press.

 

b. 1964, Palos, Cuba, lives and works in Miami

enrique martinez celaya, the pearl, 2013  installation view, SITE santa fe   photo: peter kirby

Work to be annouced
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About SITE Santa Fe

SITE Santa Fe nurtures innovation, discovery, and inspiration 
through the art of today.

Proceeds from SITE’s Gala will help support the exhibitions, 
education, and public programs we present this year.
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Absentee Bid Form

I wish to place the following bids for SITE’s Gala 2013, to be held on Thursday, August 8, 
2013. These bids are to be executed by Sotheby’s Inc., the auctioneer, not exceeding the 
amount or amounts specifi ed below. Each bid is PER LOT, as indicated, 
and all bids will be executed and are subject to the “Conditions of Sale” printed in the 
SITE Gala 2013 Auction catalogue of this sale by which I agree to be bound.

To allow time for processing, bids must be sent by fax to Anne Wrinkle at 505.989.1188 
or by email to wrinkle@sitesantafe.org and received by 5pm (MST) Wednesday, August 7. 
To inquire about phone bidding, please also contact Anne Wrinkle. SITE Santa Fe will 
confi rm all bids by return fax or email. If you have not received our confi rmation within 
one business day, please resubmit your bid, or contact Anne Wrinkle, Auction Manager, 
phone 505.989.1199 x 22, fax 505.989.1188, email wrinkle@sitesantafe.org. 

All payment is due at the conclusion of the sale, and must be by 

check or major credit card. Shipping arrangements should be made 

at the time of payment. Please note that no lots will be available for 

release on the night of the auction. Lots must be picked up during the 

following times: Wednesday, August 14 – Friday, August 16, 2013 at 

SITE Santa Fe, from 10 – 5pm. 

All deliveries and shipments should be coordinated through Ancient 

City Art Crating at the conclusion of the sale.

Ancient City Art Crating

1308 Clark Road, Santa Fe, NM 87507

Tel. 505.984.3002

For further information regarding sold lots, please call 

505.989.1199 x 22.

Name

Address

Telephone/Cellular

Email

I acknowledge that I have read the “Conditions of Sale” in the SITE Gala 2013 Auction 
catalogue and understand that they apply to any successful bids I have made below.

All lot numbers must be listed in numerical order. LOT #, ITEM, TOP LIMIT OF BID



If I am the successful bidder, I will pay for and make pick up and/or shipping arrangements of my 
property the evening of the auction.  I will pick up my property from SITE Santa Fe between Wednes-
day, August 14-Friday, August 16, 2013 between 10 am and 5 pm, or make delivery/shipping arrange-
ments through Ancient City Art Crating, 1308 Clark Road, Santa Fe, NM 87505 (Tel. 505.984.3002).

Signed Date
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Conditions of Sale for SITE’s 2013 Gala Auction

The property offered in this sale will be offered and sold by SITE Santa 
Fe. Any questions should be directed to SITE Santa Fe and not to 
Sotheby’s, Inc., (“Sotheby’s”), which serves merely as auctioneer for 
SITE Santa Fe in conducting the auction sale and participates on the 
following terms and conditions, as amended by any posted notices or 
oral announcements during the sale, which govern the sale of all the 
property offered at the auction:

1.(a)Neither Sotheby’s nor SITE Santa Fe assumes any risk, liability 
or responsibility for the authenticity of the authorship of any property 
offered at this auction (that is, the identity of the creator or the period, 
culture, source or origin, as the case may be, with which the creation of 
any property is identifi ed).

(b)All property is sold “as is” and neither Sotheby’s nor SITE Santa 
Fe makes any representations or warranties of any kind or nature, 
expressed or implied, with respect to the property, and in no event shall 
either of them be responsible for the correctness of any catalogue or 
notices or descriptions of property, nor be deemed to have made, any 
representations or warranty of physical condition, size, quality, rar-
ity, importance, genuineness, attribution, authenticity, provenance or 
historical relevance of the property.  No statement in any catalogue, 
notice or description, or made at the sale, in any bill of sale invoice or 
elsewhere, shall be deemed such a representation or warranty or any 
assumption of liability.  Neither Sotheby’s nor SITE Santa Fe makes any 
representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to whether the 
purchaser acquires any reproduction rights in the property. Prospec-
tive bidders should inspect the property before bidding to determine its 
condition, size and whether or not it has been repaired or restored.

2.Any property may be withdrawn by Sotheby’s or SITE Santa Fe at any 
time before the actual sale without any liability.

3.Sotheby’s and SITE Santa Fe reserve the right to reject a bid from any 
bidder.  The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the 
purchaser.  In the event of any dispute between bidders, the auctioneer 
shall have sole and fi nal discretion either to determine the success-
ful bidder or to reoffer and resell the article in dispute.  If any dispute 
arises after the sale, SITE Santa Fe’s sale records shall be conclusive in 
all respects.

4.If the auctioneer determines that any opening bid is not commensu-
rate with the value of the article offered, s/he may reject the same and 
withdraw the article from sale, and if, having acknowledged an opening 
bid, s/he decides that any advance thereafter is insuffi cient, s/he may 
reject the advance.

5. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, the highest bidder shall be 
deemed to have purchased the offered lot subject to all of the condi-
tions set forth herein and thereupon (a) assumes the risk and responsi-
bility thereof (including, without limitation, damage to frames or glass 
covering prints), (b) will sign a confi rmation of purchase thereof and 
(c) will pay the full purchase price therefor or such part as SITE Santa 
Fe may require.  All property shall be removed from SITE Santa Fe’s 
premises by the purchaser at his/her expense no later than three days 
following its sale and, if not so removed, will be sent by SITE Santa Fe 
at the expense of the purchaser to a public warehouse for the account, 
risk and expense of the purchaser and such added charges will then 
be added to the purchase price of the object.  If the foregoing condi-
tions and other applicable conditions are not complied with, in addition 
to other remedies available to SITE Santa Fe by law, including, without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the bid price, SITE 
Santa Fe at their option, may either (a) cancel the sale, or (b) resell the 
property on three days notice to the purchaser and for the account and 
risk of the purchaser, either publicly or privately, and in such event 
the purchaser shall be liable for payment of any defi ciency, all other 
charges due hereunder and incidental damages.

6. Any checks should be payable to SITE Santa Fe and not to Sotheby’s.

7.(a) In the case of order bids or bids transmitted by telephone, Sothe-
by’s and SITE Santa Fe are not responsible for any errors or omissions 
in connection with such bids.

(b) All lots are offered for sale subject to a reserve, which is the confi -
dential minimum price below which such lot will not be sold.  Sotheby’s 
may implement such reserve by bidding up to the reserve on behalf of 
SITE Santa Fe.

8. SITE Santa Fe is not responsible for the acts or omissions of carriers 
or packers of purchased lots, whether or not recommended by them. 
Packing and handling of purchased lots by SITE Santa Fe or its agent is 
at the entire risk of the purchaser.

9. The Conditions of Sale as well as the purchaser’s, Sotheby’s, and 
SITE Santa Fe’s respective rights and obligations hereunder shall be 
governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of 
New Mexico. By bidding at an auction, whether present in person, or by 
an agent, order bid, or other means, the purchaser shall be deemed to 
have consented to the jurisdiction of the state and federal courts of the 
State of New Mexico.




